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Abstract—A current trend in networking and cloud computing is to
provide compute resources at widely dispersed places; this is exemplified
by developments such as Network Function Virtualisation. This paves
the way for wide-area service deployments with improved service quality:
e.g., a nearby server can reduce the user-perceived response times.
But always using the nearest server can be a bad decision if that
server is already highly utilised. This paper formalises the two related
problems of allocating resources at different locations and assigning
users to them with the goal of minimising the response times for a given
number of resources to use – a non-linear capacitated facility location
problem with integrated queuing systems. To efficiently handle the nonlinearity, we introduce five linear problem approximationsand adapt the
currently best heuristic for a similar problem to our scenario. All six
approaches are compared in experiments for solution quality and solving
time. Surprisingly, our best optimisation formulation outperforms the
heuristic in both time and quality. Additionally, we evaluate the influence
ot resource distributions in the network on the response time: Cut by half
for some configurations. The presented formulations are applicable to a
broader optimisation domain.
Index Terms—cloud computing; next generation networking, virtual
network function; network function virtualisation; resource management;
placement; facility location; queueing model; piecewise linear approximation; optimisation; mixed integer function; derivative; erlang delay formula;
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I NTRODUCTION

Providing resources at widely dispersed places is a new
trend in networking and cloud computing known under
different labels: for example, Carrier Clouds [3], [9], [39],
Distributed Cloud Computing [2], [16], [34], or In-Network
Clouds [20], [37], [38]. These In-Network resources are often
geared towards specific network services, e.g., firewalls or
load balancers – a development popularised as Network
Function Virtualisation [17]. They have an important advantage: Their resources are closer to end users than those of
conventional clouds, have smaller latency between user and
cloud resource, and are therefore suitable for running highly
interactive services. Examples for such services are streaming
applications [4], [41], user-customised streaming [5], [23],
or cloud gaming [29]. For such applications, the crucial
•
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quality metric is the user-perceived response time to a request. Large response times impede usability, increase user
frustration [10], or prevent commercial success.
As detailed in a prior publication [27], these response
times comprise three parts: A request’s round trip time (RTT),
its processing time (PT), and its queuing delay (QD) when it has
to wait for free resources (Figure 1). A first attempt to provide
small response times would be to allocate some resources at
many sites so that each user has one resource with enough
spare capacity nearby. This, however, is typically infeasible
as each used resource incurs additional costs. We hence
have to decide where user requests shall be processed – the
assignment decision. Extending our prior work [27], we here
additionally decide how many resources shall process the
requests at each site – the allocation decision. Both decisions
are mutually dependent as exemplified in the next section;
the resulting problem is called the assignment and allocation
problem.
User Server
The assignment and allocation decisions change the queuing delay in two
ways: Allocation modifies the number
qu
of resources y at a site; assignment
eu
e
changes the resource utilisation at a
cp
u
site (for a fixed y ). However, the queuing delays approximately grow exponentially for increasing utilisation. For
Figure 1: RT =
simple services with short processing
RTT + QD + PT.
times (e.g. static content web server)
the delays are still small enough to be ignored. But for
computation-intensive services, the long processing time and
significant longer queuing delay are negatively perceived by
customers. Only little research (Section 2) on server allocation
has yet integrated these queuing delays.
This paper investigates deploying computation-intensive
services at resources dispersed through the net. Service requests
are issued by users from many locations. The service deployment objective is to minimise the response time while using
exactly p resources.
Ignoring the queuing delay for now, assigning user
requests to nearby allocated resources reduces the round
trip time. By additionally restricting the number of allocated
resources to p the problem becomes hard to solve. Ignoring
the response time, on the other hand, while minimising
the queuing delay, all requests are assigned to a single
site to which all p resources are allocated [8]. Hence, the
queuing delay and round trip time, are minimised by two
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conflicting allocation schemes, nearby and consolidated. To
find an optimal solution for the sum of QD and RTT, the two
allocation schemes have to be balanced to find assignments
and allocations that minimises the response time.
Details on how queuing delay affects response time are
exemplified in an extended version of this paper [26]. It
also elaborates further the mutual dependency between
assignment and allocation decision.
This paper casts the above problem as a queue-extended
p-median facility location problem (Section 3). To efficiently
solve this non-linear problem, five approximate formulations
present different modelling approaches and with different
trade-offs between accuracy and search space size (Section 4).
Additionally, a known-to-be-good heuristic for a similar
problem is adjusted to our problem (Section 5). Finally,
two aspects are evaluated: First, the five approximations and
the heuristic are compared for two metrics, accuracy and
solving time (Section 6.1). Second, an additional evaluation
discusses how resource distribution in the network reduces
response times (Section 6.2). For the last two evaluations,
111,600 problems are solved.
This paper extends our previous work [25] by generalising from M/M/1 to M/M/k queuing models. To do so, the
resource allocation has to be decided as well, resulting in
a complex problem. Neither problem formulations, approximation approaches, nor evaluation results presented here
have been published before.

2

R ELATED WORK

Similar assignment and allocation problems with integrated
queuing systems have been investigated before. While this
related work focuses on a broader overview, we point
interested readers to our detailed comparison of structure
and simplifying assumptions of these problems [27].
2.1

Assignment and Allocation with Queues

Queuing systems have been integrated in FLP problems
before [1], [6], [13], [30], [31], [32], [35], [40], [42] with different
objectives. All of them either have a non-linear objective
function or non-linear constraints, but no previous work
has utilised a non-linear solver. In our previous work [27],
we solved a queueing system extended facility location
problem by utilising a convex solver and compared its
solutions with solutions obtained by solving a linear problem
approximation using Gurobi. The approximation was solved
magnitudes faster than using a convex solver with only
a marginal optimality gap in our experiments. Another,
complexer technique uses a cutting plane technique to
improve linearisation accuracy [40] but has an unknown
optimality gap.
The mentioned papers solve their problems via greedy
heuristics [1], [6], [13], [35], [42] or via full enumeration [1]
for small instances, e.g., five facilities. The present paper
contributes to those papers by describing how to obtain nearoptimal solutions for larger input. We also adapt the genetic
heuristic of Aboolian et al. [1] to our problem. The heuristic
was chosen among the references mentioned above because
it is well justified, explained, and showed good results.
Most mentioned work copes with simpler problems
than ours. Usually, a smaller search space is obtained, e.g.,

by predefining assignments [1], [6], [13], [42], [43] or by
replacing the non-linear queuing delay part by a constant
upper bound [42], [43]. Both simplifications prevent load
balancing between facilities that could further reduce the
average queuing delay. We do not make such simplifications.
2.2

Linearisation

Function linearisation is a technique to approximate a nonlinear function over a finite interval by several line segments.
All segments together are the approximation and are called in
short a piece-wise linear function (PWL function). Applying
this technique to the objective function or the constraints
any non-linear optimisation problem can be approximated
by a linear problem [15], [18]. Section 4.1 provides technical
details.
We consider solving time and accuracy simultaneously,
and, hence, face the trade-off between few segments and
small error. Imamoto et al.’s algorithm [21], [22] (improved
by us [27]) obtains segments’ start and end basepoints having
a very small error for convex, univariate functions. This
algorithm is applied to obtain basepoints in this paper.
Rebennack et al. [36] linearised multi-variate functions by
first decomposing them into separate independent functions
and then recombining their approximations. This approach
is limited to separable functions and our function of interest
is Erlang-C-based (Section 3.1 Eq. 1), which is not separable.
Vidyarthi et al. [40] refines the piece-wise linear function
iteratively by adding basepoints while solving. In contrast,
we first compute a tight function approximation which
also involves modifying existing basepoints. Then, these
basepoints are integrated into the problem to solve. This twostep approach is much simpler to implement and to solve
than changing the search space dynamically during solving.

3

P ROBLEM

This section starts with the scenario description. Then,
the corresponding model and optimisation problem are
presented.
3.1

Model

The scenario (Section 1) is cast as a capacitated p-median facility location problem [14]. A bipartite graph G = (C∪F, E)
has two types of nodes: Clients (c∈C ) and facilities (f ∈F ).
Clients correspond to locations where customer requests
enter the network. Facilities represent candidate locations
with resources executing the service, e.g., data centres.
Figure 4 (p. 4) shows such a graph. The round trip time lcf
is the time to send data from c to f and back.
The geographically1 distributed demand is modelled by
the request arrival rate λc for each client c. Each facility f
has kf resources available and each resource can process
requests at service rate µf – the resource capacity. Modelling
heterogeneous facilities can be easily approximated by using
two facilities f1 and f2 with µf1 6=µf2 but ∀c:lcf1 = lcf 2 ; this
1. More precisely, the request arrival and service locations are topologically distributed; the round trip time of a path between two locations
only roughly matches its geographically distance. We use “geographical”
as an intuitive shorthand.
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Optimisation Problem 1 QP(G, p, T∗ ), the reference
P
P P
P
cf xcf lcf
f ( c xcf ) Tµf ( c xcf , yf )
P
min P
+
x,y
c λc
c λc
{z
} |
{z
}
|
s.t.

(4)

avg. time in system

avg. RTT

X

Table 1: Model variables

∀c (demand)

(5)

∈ dom(Tµ ) ∀f (capacity)

(6)

xcf = λc

f

!
X

xcf , yf

c

yf ≤ k f
X
yf = p

∀f (count)
(limit)

(7)
(8)

f

introduces inaccuracy by modelling two queues where the
precise model would had one. Table 1 lists all variables.
The expected time for computing an answer is obtained
by utilising a queuing system. Such a system is modelled at
each facility with the usual assumptions: The service times
are exponentially distributed and independent. The request
arrivals at each client c are described by a Poisson process;
client requests can be assigned to different facilities. At
one facility, requests arrive from different clients and the
resulting arrival process is also a Poisson process, because
splitting and joining a Poisson processes results in a Poisson
processes. Therefore, we have an M/M/k-queuing model at
each facility.
Having this model at hand, the probability that an
arriving request gets queued is computed by the Erlang-C formula EC given in (1) [7]. Each facility has to be in steady state
with resource utilisation ρ=λ/kµ<1. Derived from EC, the
expected number of requests in the system (NiS) is N(a, k) (2)
with shorthand a=λ/µ. Similarly, the expected time a request
spends in the system (TiS) is Tµ (λ, k) (3).
EC(a, k)=

kak
k! (k−a)
Pk−1 ai
kak
i=0 i!
k! (k−a) +

a
EC(a, k) + a
(k − a)
1
EC (λ/µ, k) 1
Tµ (λ, k)= N(λ/µ, k)=
+
λ
kµ − λ
µ
N(a, k) =

3.2

Formulation

(Erlang-C)

(1)

(NiS)

(2)

(TiS)

(3)

Input:
G = (V, E, l∗∗ ,
λ∗ , µ ∗ , k ∗ )
lcf ∈ R≥0
µf ∈ R>0
kf ∈ N>0
λc ∈ R≥0
αi ; βi
P
p = f yf

Bipartite Graph with V = C ∪ F , C ∩ F = ∅
with client nodes c ∈ C and facility nodes f ∈ F
Round trip time between c and f
Service rate as capacity at f
Number of servers available at f
Arrival rate as demand at c
i-th basepoint g(αi )=βi of PWL g̃

Limit on maximal resources to allocation

Decision variables:
xcf ∈ R≥0
Assignment in demand units
yf ∈ N>0
Number of allocated resources at f
ẏf ; ẏf j ∈{0, 1}
Indicator: Open fac. f ; with j -th curve active
zf i ; zf ji ∈[0, 1]
Weight: i-th basepoint at f ; of j -th curve
hufji ; hlf ji ∈{0, 1} Indicator: j, i-th triangle at f
Notation shorthand: k or k∗ refers to the tuple/vector (k1 , .., k|F | );
and xc∗ refers to matrix slice (xc1 , .., xc|F | ).

Figure 2: 1D-PWL example.
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Figure 3:
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L INEARISATION

The problem QP is non-linear and could be solved by a
non-linear solver. In previous work [27], a simpler problem
was successfully approximated and was solved by a linear
solver fast and without substantial quality loss. Because of
these encouraging results, we also follow the linearisation
approach in this paper. QP is complexer than our previous
problem: QP additionally decides on the number of allocated
resources at each site. This turns Tµ into a bivariate function
(with two instead of one parameter). In addition, the second
parameter is integer, making it difficult to apply standard
linearisation formulations.
The remaining section describes the linearisation technique in general (Section 4.1) and reformulates QP by linearising either several curves separately (Section 4.2, Section 4.3)
or together as a surface (Section 4.4, Section 4.5, Section 4.6).
The extended version of this paper [26] additionally discusses
potential problem simplifications only allowed for convex
cost functions. Additionally, it contains technical details
on efficient computation techniques for Erlang-C-based
functions.

The core complexity of our problem comes from two mutually depending decisions made at the same time: Request
assignment xcf and resource allocations yf Table 1. Both are
chosen to minimise the average response time. The queuing
4.1 Piece-wise linear
delay non-linearly depends on both the assigned request
and allocated resources . The formulation QP (Problem 1) Any non-linear, univariate function g can be approximated
extends the p-median facility location problem P [27] by over a finite interval by multiple line segments. A function
having additional costs, the queueing delays, at each facility. composed of such segments is called a piece-wise linConstraint (5) ensures that allPdemand is assigned. The ear(PWL) function [18]; we denote the PWL approximation of
assignments at each facility f , c xcf , must not exceed f ’s g as g̃ (strictly speaking it is a piece-wise affine function). As
processing capacity yf µf (6), which is the processing capacity an example, Figure 2 shows g(x)= sin(x) and two segments
per resource µf times the number of allocated resources yf . approximating g(x). For m basepoints with coordinates
The allocated resources yf do not exceed the local (7) and (αi , βi =g(αi )), 0≤i<m, a continuous PWL function can be
global (8) limit.
defined (9) by linearly interpolating between two adjacent
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a)

c) Curve Lin.

b) Exact

d) Surface Lin.

Figure 4: Bipartite graph of a facility location problem with
queuing systems at each facility (a) and zoomed bivariate
time in system version: exact (b), curve-based (c) and surfacebased (d).
basepoints (black circles). The interval is implicitly defined
by the outer basepoints, [α0 , αm−1 ].


(α1 −α0 )(x−α0 ) + β0
g̃(x) = (α2 −α1 )(x−α1 ) + β1


...

if α0 ≤x<α1
if α1 ≤x<α2

(9)

The approximation error  measures the approximation accuracy as the maximal difference between g and g̃ ,
= maxx |g(x) − g̃(x)|. Because the PWL function definition
in (9) is not directly understood by an MILP solver it has to
be transformed. We use the convex-combination method [12]
to model continuous, univariate PWL functions. The cases of
(9) are substituted by a convex combination of the basepoint
coordinates (10) with weights zi .
ỹ=g̃(x) ⇔

X

zi αi =x,

i

X

zi βi =ỹ,

i

X

zi =1, SOS2(z∗ )

(10)

i

In addition, at most two adjacent basepoint weights
are allowed to be non-zero, zi , zi+1 >0, zj =0, j<i ∨ i+1<j .
Most optimisation solvers support such restriction through
specifying special order sets2 ; with such additional structure
information the branch and bound methods can explore the
search space more intelligently. Otherwise, coordinates could
be expressed that are not located on line segments, e.g., the
cross in Figure 2.
Similar to univariate functions, bivariate functions
g(x, y)=z can be approximated by triangles instead of segments (Figure 3). Then, the convex combination is extended
by one parameter (11) and weights for only three vertices
of a single triangle are non-zero instead of the two segment
vertices in the univariate version [18].
w̃=g̃(x, y) ⇔

X

zi αi =x,

i

X
i

X

zi βi =y,

i

zi θi =w̃,

X

zi =1, SOS2(z∗ )

(11)

i

The particular challenge here is to deal with an objective
function having bivariate cost functions with one integer
parameter (the number of resources). The following two
sections present different linearisation strategies for this
challenge.
4.2

Curves

Linearising QP boils down to linearising the non-linear
part Tµ (λ, k) (3) of the objective function (4). However,
linearising Tµ is not obvious as the second parameter is
2. n-Special Ordered Sets SOSn(V ) are special constraints limiting
decisions variables of a list V so that at most n adjacent variables
are non-zero. Notation: SOS2(z∗ ) is a shorthand for SOS2(z1 , .., zm )
(Table 1).

integer. So, Tµ is reformulated as n separate univariate
functions Tµ,j (λ)=Tµ (λ, j), j = 1..kf (Figure 4b).3 If a
facility is allocated with exactly j resources, we call the
corresponding function Tµ,j a curve. Linearising all these
functions (Figure 4c) also obtains a linearisation of the mixed
integer function Tµ (3).
Each function Tµ,j is convex, so we can use our algorithm [27] to obtain the PWL function T̃µ,j with high
approximation accuracy with few basepoints. Assuming m
basepoints are used for one function, one facility needs mkf
basepoints. Technically, the problem allows that all facilities
have different service rates so that all
Pbasepoint coordinates
are different, yielding a total of m f kf basepoints4 The
coordinates of a single basepoint (αf ji , βf ji ) belongs to
facility f , curve j , and i-th basepoint of the function T̃µ,j .
For the problem formulation, two groups of decision
variables are introduced. Firstly, we reformulate the integer variable yf of decision problem QP into a vector of
binary decision variables ẏf j exactly one of which is 1
(∀f :SOS1(ẏf ∗ ) ),5 each one representing that facility f uses j
resources if and only if ẏf j =1. Technically, ẏf j is also used to
select the ith curve in theP
computation of the time in system
function. Formally: yf = j j ẏf jP
and the time in queuing
system becomes then Tµf (λ, k)= j ẏj Tµ,j (λ).
Secondly, continuous weights zf i are used to express the
convex combination of basepoints (Section 4.1), representing
the utilisation and the corresponding TiS at each facility. For
each facility f , we need m weights since only a single curve is
selected by the decision variables ẏf j (and not mkf weights
per facility f , as one might suspect). For thePj th curve, the
linearisation
of T̃µ,j (λ) is then formulated as i zf i βf ji with
P
λ as i zf i αf ji .
In the resulting problem formulation cQP36 (Problem 2),
QP’s objective function (4) is transformed as described above,
replacing (4) by (12) and by (18). : The new constraint (15)
ensures a convex combination only of neighbouring weights.
The capacity constraint (14) replaces (6). The local and global
limits are adjusted using ẏ ; constraints (7), (8) are replaced
by (16), (17).
The right term of the objective function (12) multiplies
three decision variables, xẏz , making the problem cubic.
Transforming it into a linear problem is explained in the
remainder of this section.
To do so, at first, the factor of cQP3’s time-in-system
function (12) is integrated in the basepoint coordinates. To
understand this modification, QP’s objective function (4)
has to be revisited. In this function,
P the time-in-system
function Tµ has the same factor
c xcf =w . Integrating
w yields wTµ (w, y)=N(w/µ, y) with function N(·) being
already defined in (2). The problem QP can be reformulated
by replacing constraints (4), (6) with (19), (20).
3. This paper uses the notation fa (x) to indicate that f is a function
with constants a and variables x, e.g., f1 (x), f2 (x) are separate functions
of x.
4. Basepoint coordinates can be shared among facilities with same
service rates. If all resources are homogeneous, only m maxf kf different
basepoints exists.
5. Notation: Shorthand ẏf ∗ for ẏf 1 , .., ẏf n (Table 1)
6. We use the following naming convention for optimisation problems:
“3” indicates the cubic nature of this problem; the prefix “c” indicates
the curve-based approximation of the time-on-system function, later
to be complemented by “t” for triangular formulations and “q” for
quadrilateral formulations.
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Optimisation Problem 2 cQP3(G, p, T̃∗∗ )
separate curves, cubic

Optimisation Problem 3 cQP1(G, p, Ñ∗ )
separate curves, linear

time in system f

P

xcf lcf
P
+
x,y,z
c λc
X
s.t.
xcf = λc

j

cf

min

total time in systems

}|
{
zX
X
P P
ẏ
z
β
(
x
)
f
j
f
i
f
ji
cf
f
c
i

c λc

∀c

P

xcf lcf
P
+
x,y,z
c λc
X
s.t.
xcf = λc

(12)

P

cf

min

(demand) (13)

f

z }| {
X
zf ji βji
f ji

P

c

(25)

λc
∀c

(demand)

(26)

∀f

(capacity)

(27)

(weights)

(28)

(sync)

(29)

f

X

xcf ≤

c

X

X

ẏf j

j

X

zf i αf ji

∀f

X

(capacity) (14)

c

i

zf i = 1, SOS2(zf ∗ )

∀f

(weights)

X

(15)

i

xcf ≤µf

X

zf ji αji

ji

zf ji = 1, SOS2(zf j∗ ) ∀f, j

i

X

j ẏf j ≤ kf

∀f

(count)

X

(16)

j

zf ji = ẏf j

∀f, j

i

X

j ẏf j = p

(limit)

Constraints (16), (17), (18)

(17)

fj

∀f

(curve flip) (18)

c xcf
, yf )
µf

(19)

SOS1(ẏf ∗ )
min

X

x,y

xcf lcf +

cf

P
N(

f

P

c

s.t.

X

xcf

µf


∈ dom(N)

, yf

∀f

(capacity)

(20)

Then, the adjusted QP is linearised as before: Function N
is also mixed-integer and separate functions Ñj are linearised.
And to integrate the inner function w/µ of Ñj , the convex
combination of basepoints are adjusted from (21) to (22).
X
Ñk (a = w/µ) ⇔
αi zf i = a,
i

zf i βi = Nk (a)

(21)

zf i βi = Nk (a)

(22)

i

X

Ñk (a = w/µ) ⇔µ

X

αi zf i = w,

i

X
i

The resulting linearisation cQP2 (now quadratic, hence
a “2”) results from replacing constraints (12),(14) with (23),
(24):
P

P
ẏf j i zf i βji
P
min P
+
x,y,z
λc
λc
X c
X
Xc
xcf ≤µf
ẏf j
αji zf i ∀f
cf

c

xcf lcf

P

fj

j

(23)
(capacity)

(24)

i

In consequence, cQP2 needs fewer basepoints than cQP3,
because Ñj depends only on the number of allocated resources j but is now independent of µ; in total m maxf kf
basepoints are necessary.
The objective function of cQP2 (23) is quadratic (ẏz ).
We further simplified the problem by two modifications to
derive a linear problem formulation: Firstly, more weights z
are used; previously only m weight per facility f is modelled
whereas now mn weights are modelled; zf ji for facility f ,
curve j , basepoint i. Doing so yields an equivalent problem
with increased search space. Secondly, ẏ is turned into a
constraint enforcing that only those weights zf ji are non-zero
which correspond to the j -th active curve at facility f , ẏf j .
Several test runs showed that the resulting linear problem is
solved faster than its quadratic counterpart despite its larger
search space.

The resulting linear formulation cQP1 (Problem 3) has a
new constraint (29), ensuring that only the relevant weights
are allowed to be non-zero. Having this constraint in place,
the new objective function (25) equals the old objective
function (23). Constraints (27), (28) now support the new j
index for weights z . This way the new linear problem cQP1
computes the same solution as the previous quadratic
problem cQP2.
4.3

Thinned Curves

Problem cQP1 uses mn basepoints at each facility. For
example, for 100 facilities with 40 resources available, cQP1
has n=40 separate curves at each facility. When using
m=10 basepoints per curve, the search space contains 40,000
weight decision variables. The search space can be reduced
by reducing m or n, but this lowers accuracy. Reducing
the number of basepoints is a straightforward trade-off of
accuracy against search space size, but simply reducing
the number of resources n is not adequate as this modifies
the problem instance. Hence, to obtain a similar trade-off
for the resources, we need to find a way to reduce the
amount of resources to look at – one option would be to
allow gaps in the sequence of number of allocated resources,
with appropriate rounding, J=[1, .., n]. For example, with
40 available resources at a facility, we could remove the
option to use, say, 26 resources, forcing the solution to
either use 25 or 27 resources instead, J=[1, .., 25, 27, .., n].
In the example with 100 facilities and m=10 basepoints this
removes 1000 decision variables. The sequence J specifies
which options j∈J for the number of allocated resources at
one facility are available. As an example, Figure 5 shows
N(a, j)=t from the top with contour lines for t. Basepoints
are plotted as crosses for Ñk (a), j∈J = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 40]
with n=7, m=6. With |F |=100 facilities, only |F |mn=4200
weight decision variables are needed as opposed to 40,000
variables with n=40 and m=10.
Problem cQP1 (Problem 4) is adjusted by adding parameter J and replacing the constraints (16), (17) by (30), (31). By
dropping a particular j from J , two issues can arise: a) In
special cases the problem becomesP
infeasible. b) The number
of
allocated
resources
y
∈J,
y
=
f
f
j∈J j ẏf j cannot satisfy
P
f yf =p; this is the reason why Constraint (31) is relaxed to

6
0

# server k

30

1
2
4

8
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40
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32
0
0
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40

normalised arrival rate a = ¸¹

Figure 5: Contour plot for Nj (a) with basepoints for
j∈J=[1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 40] of ÑJ (a, k)
Optimisation Problem 4 cQP(G, p, Ñ∗ , J), thinned curves
Obj. func./Constr. (25),(18),(26),(27),(28),(29)
X
s.t.
j ẏf j ≤ kf ∀f
(count)

j ẏf j ≤ p

(limit)

Algorithm 1 A LLOC(p, λ , y=0, F =F ) → y, T
Optimal allocation for known assignment.
P
0
requires λ0f <kf µf ,P f dλf/µf e≤p
0
ensures λf <yf µfP
, f yf =p
0
minimises f N(λf/µf , yf )
0
0
min
1: ∀f ∈F : af ←λf/µf ; yf ← max{yf , daf e}
P
2: n ← p− f yfmin
3: if n>0 then
4:
x ← M AX C OST D ROP(n, c(x), xmax )
∀f : cf (x) := N(af , yf +x)
∀f : xmax
← kf −yfmin
f
min
5:
∀f : yf = yf + xf
6: else
7:
∀f : yf = yfmin
P
8: return y,
f N(af , yf )

(30)

j∈J

X

0

(31)

f, j∈J

an upper bound. To illustrate both issues, consider the following example: Resources should be allocated at 6 facilities
deciding values for y1..6 . The facilities have kf =30 resources
available and all resources are homogeneous. The demand
should be handled
by p=18 resources and needs at least 15
P
c λc
resources, d µ e=15. Basepoints exist for ∀j∈J : Ñj (a).
Starting with all curves available, J=[1, ..., 30], the optimal
allocation is y1..6 = 3∈J . A thinned J=[1, 30] renders cQP
infeasible. Allocating 30 resources at one location violates
the upper limit, 306=18=p. Similarly, allocating one resource
at each facility violates the limit, 66=18=p. Removing fewer
j from J reduces the likeliness of this special case.
To illustrate issue b) from above, consider cQP with
J=[1, 10, 20, 30]. Under constraint (31), this problem is feasible, e.g., with
P allocation y1..6 =10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 which satisfies
the limit f yf =16 ≤ p=18 and also satisfies all demand (it
would not be feasible if constraint (31) stipulated equality).
However, the downside is that not all p resources are
used and queuing delay could be reduced further: Adding
a resource at any facility always reduces that P
facility’s
queuing delay. So adding the remaining resources, f yf −p,
will always improve the solution. The algorithmsA LLOC
and M AX C OST D ROP increase resources at those facilities
where the queuing delay is reduced the most. The auxiliary
algorithm A LLOC merely recasts many QP variables into
a formulation suitable for the generic greedy algorithm
M AX C OST D ROP. This algorithm
considers each facility as a
P
bucket into which n = f yf −p tokens are to be distributed
– the available resources. Placing a token into a bucket
represents adding a resource to that facility and hence
a reduction of the queueing delay. M AX C OST D ROP then
looks for a token distribution that maximizes the reduction
in cost/queuing delay. The remaining section proves the
correctness.
Theorem 1.PM AX C OST D ROP(n, c∗ (y), y max ) (Algorithm
2)
P
maximises f cf (yf ) ensuring ∀b:yf < yfmax , f yf =n for
any decreasing and convex cost function cf (x).

Algorithm 2 M AX C OST D ROP(n, c∗ (y 0 ), y max ) → y
Drops n tokens in m buckets while minimising total drop
costs under bucket capacity constraint.
requires ∀1≤b≤m : cb (x)
P is decreasing and convex
max
ensures ∀b : yb <ybP
, b yb =n
maximises b cb (yb )
1: S ← {ybi | 1≤b≤m, 1≤i≤ybmax }
I ← {S 0 ⊆S | n≥|S 0 |}
w(ybi ) := cb (i) − cb (i−1) if y>1 else cb (0)
2: A ← ∅
3: for y ∈ S , sorted by non-increasing weights do
4:
if |A| < n then |A| ← A ∪ {y}
5: ∀f :xf ← |{ybi ∈A | 1≤i≤ybmax }|
6: return x∗
Proof. For a weighted matroid M =(S, I), algorithm G REEDY
( [11], Theorem 16.10, p. 348ff) computes a subset A
with maximal weight. Line 1 defines a weighted matroid M =(S, I): S is non-empty; I is hereditary meaning
∀B∈I, A⊆B : A∈B ; M satisfies the exchange property
meaning ∀A, B∈I, |A|<|B| : x∈B−A ∧ A∪{y}∈I ; w(y) is
positive. The lines (2)–(4) are Corman’s G REEDY casted to
our M . By adding ybi to subsetA, one token is added to
bucket b; so the number of tokens in each bucket xb can be
aggregated as in line (5). In particular, the following property
holds: ∀b, i:ybi was added before yb(i+1) . This is ensured
by the weight sorting (line (3)) and cb (y) being decreasing
and convex; then ∀b, i:wbi >wb(i+1) . From the
P same property the costs can be derived as ∀b:cb (yb )= ybi ∈A w(ybi ).
From
Theorem 16.10, the computed subset
P
P A⊂S maximises
w(y
)
which
also
maximises
bi
ybi ∈A
b cb (yb ).
Lemma 1. A LLOC(G, λ0 , p) (Algorithm
1) allocates p reP
λ0f/µf , y ) = T is
sources at facilities f ∈F 0 so that f N(P
f
minimised while ensuring λ0f <yf µf and f yf =p.
Proof. Line (1) allocates the resources yfmin at least necessary
to handle assigned demand λ0f having n≥0 resources still
to be allocated ( n<0 contradicts λ0f ’s requirements). With
n=0 the computed minimal allocation is the only one and,
hence, T is minimal; done. With n>0 greedy algorithm M AX C OST D ROP is used, where dropping tokens into buckets
correspond to increasing resource at facilities. The token cost
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a)

b)

c)

Optimisation Problem 5 tQP− (G, p, Ñ), with triangles
P
min
x,y,

1

c

z,h

X

λc

xcf lcf + P

1

function cf (y) and Na (y) is decreasing and convex and yfmax
specifies the capacity of bucket f . The n tokens dropped in
buckets, resultingPin distribution vector y , maximises the
total token cost
f cf (yf ) (Theorem 1). The token costs
correspond to the reduction, ∀f Na (yfmin )−Na (yfmin +yf0 ) =
cf (yf0 ), incurred by allocating n additional resources at f .
Coming from the minimal allocation (y min , line (1)) with
minimal T and adding resources that maximal reduces T ,
then the new T is also minimal; done.
4.4

Surface with Triangles

αji zji =x,

ji

SOS3(z∗∗ ),

X

βji zji =y,

ji

X
ij

zij = 1

X

zf ji θji

(34)

f ji

{z

sum of all TiS

xcf = λc

}

∀c

(demand)

(35)

∀f

(capacity)

(36)

∀f

(count)

(37)

(limit)

(38)

f

X

X

xcf ≤ µf

c

zf ji αji

ji

{z

|
X

capacity at f

}

zf ji βji ≤ kf

ji

|

{z

}

# server used at f

X

zf ji βji = p

f ji

X

zf ji = yf

∀f

(open)

(39)

h∗f j 0 i0 = yf

∀f

(o-sync)

(40)

∀f
∀f

(single-tri)

(41)

ji

As discussed in the previous section, dropping separate
curves from J limits feasibility. In order to overcome this
issue, the previously separate univariate PWL functions are
now joined into one bivariate PWL function. This is done by
creating a mesh of triangles over all basepoints of all curves
in J (Section 4.1); such a mesh defines also the surface of
the approximation (Figure 4d). Doing so, the problem of
missing curves goes away as they are implicitly represented
by interpolating neighbouring curves. Hence, the set of
basepoints can be thinned out more aggressively to further
reduce the search space without jeopardising feasibility.
This section discusses three arising questions: 1) Using
neighouring curves’ basepoints for interpolation introduces
inaccuracy – how large is the drop in accuracy? 2) Modelling
triangles is complexer than modelling line segments – will a
smaller search space compensate for a more complex optimisation problem? The convex combination MILP formulation
introduces continuous weights rendering yf to be continuous
– how to treat fractional server allocations?
The approximation surface S̃ (the mesh of triangles
between basepoints of curves J ) linearly approximates
the surface S of the original function g , which is in our
case N(a, k) ;Figure 5 shows its contour for 1≤k≤40 and
corresponding basepoints of an example J . The triangle mesh
(Figure 6a) has mn basepoints. As before, the basepoints
αji , βji , θji touching the surface, g(αji , βji )=θji , 0≤j<n,
0≤i<m. Using the convex combination MILP formulation (32), each basepoint has a weight zji as the decision
variable. Only the three edges of exactly one triangle form the
convex combination (SOS3) [15], [18]. Since current solvers
do not support SOS3 constraints, D’Ambrosio et al. [15]
presented an equivalent formulation (33) only using SOS1
constraints: A new miscellaneous, binary decision variable h
for each triangle indicates whether the triangle is active,
only one h and its triangle weights are allowed to be
non-zero while all other weights are forced to zero. The
formulation (33) corresponds to triangle enumeration and
orientation in Figure 6a. Integrating the triangle formulation
from (32), (33) in cQP results in tQP− (Problem 5).
X

s.t.

λc

c

cf

|
Figure 6: Surface approximations with MILP formulation
relationship; a) tQP− , b) tQP+ , and c) qQP.

X

X

X
j 0 i0

X

hufj 0 i0 + hlf j 0 i0 = 1,

j 0 i0

SOS1(h∗f ∗∗ )
h∗f 0∗ =h∗f ∗0 =h∗f m∗ =h∗f ∗n =0
zji ≤

hufji + hlf ji + huf j i+1
huf j+1 i+1 + hlf j+1 i
0
0

+

(tri-corner) (42)

hlf j+1 i+1 +
∀ji (tri-sync)

(43)

with 0≤j ≤n, 0≤i ≤m
X

huji +hlji =1, SOS1(h∗∗∗ ), h∗0∗ =h∗∗0 =h∗m∗ =h∗∗n =0

ji

∀ji : zji ≤ huji +hlji +hui+1 +hli+1 +hui+1 +hli
j

j+1

j+1

j+1

(33)

While D’Ambroisio et al. focus on tight approximation
using many basepoints, we want to reduce solving time in
addition which depends on the number of used decision
variables and basepoints. So in a nutshell, we aim for
large triangles with an approximation error as small as
possible; the error is the maximal difference between the
original surface S and the triangle’s surface S̃ . Beside good
basepoints, the remaining section discusses first a changed
triangle orientation and afterwards replacing the triangles
with quadrilaterals.
Four groups of decision variables form the search space:
a) The request assignment xcf ; b) binary yf activates facility
f and considers time in system only for active facilities; c) the
weights zf ji of the approximated surfaces at each f ; d)the
miscellaneous variable hufji , hlf ji for the upper and lower
triangles ensure that weights zf ji are non-zero if exactly one
triangle at each facility is active.
As a variant, the triangle direction can be flipped
(Figure 6b). The adjusted formulation tQP+ (G, p, Ñ) uses
objective function and constraints from (34)–(42) and replaces
constraint (43) by (44).
zji ≤ hufji + hlf j i+1 + huf j i+1 + hlf j+1 i+1 +

θji zji =z = g(x, y),

ji

huf j+1 i + hlf j+1 i

(32)

∀ji

(tri-sync)

(44)
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Algorithm 3 S EARCH(G, xQP, p, Ñ) → x, y)
Testing p0 ≤ p to obtain integer y .

Figure 8: Quadrilateral surFigure 7: Triangle surface be- face; convex hull of convexly
tween four basepoints.
combining four basepoints.

Comparing the approximations of both triangle orientations, the resulting surfaces S̃ + , S̃ − are obviously different.
Zooming into two adjacent triangles, Figure 7 shows four
example basepoints and the two triangles of each of the two
orientations. The four triangles are differently grey shaded
(one is completely overlapped in the back). Two triangles
connected by the dashed diagonals either form an upper S̃ +
or lower surface S̃ − , depending on the orientation and on
the differences of the basepoint coordinates.
All basepoints lie on the approximated surface S . At any
other points, at a given (x, y ) coordinate, there are two points
(x, y, zs ) ∈ S (the original point) and (x, y, zs̃ ) ∈ S̃ (its
approximation); typically, zS 6= zS̃ , inducing some approximation inaccuracy. In general, this inaccuracy depends on
the triangle orientation, the number of used basepoints, and
the basepoint coordinates itself. We discuss the generation
of basepoints to maximise accuracy in the extended version.
4.5

Surface with Quadrilaterals

Triangle-based approximations can be found in the literature.
We explore here an alternative, namely an approximation
where the basepoints form quadrilaterals rather than triangles. The hope is again to reduce the search space.
For approximating a function g(x, y)=z a single triangle
can be described by three basepoints and all points within
the triangle by convexly combining the basepoints (45).
Similarly, four basepoints of a quadrilateral can be used (46).
However, while equations (45) form a linear system having
a unique solution, the corresponding equations (46) form an
underdetermined linear system having more unknowns (zi )
than equations.
2
X
i=0
3
X
i=0

αi wi =x,
λi wi =x,

2
X
i=0
3
X
i=0

βi wi =x,
βi wi =x,

2
X
i=0
3
X

θi wi =x

1: p0 ← p
2: while p0 ≤ p do
3:
if p0 is considered the first time then
4:
feasible, x, y ← xQP(G, p0 , Ñ)
5:
if feasible then
P
0
6:
∀f : yP
f ← dyf e, λf =
c xcf
7:
∆ ← f yf − p // valid solution for ∆≤0
8:
if ∆ = 0 then return x, y
// direct hit
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

minimising z , the optimum is z1 ; maximising z results in z2 .
For such problems z values are uniquely defined.
P The
P relevant term of our objective function (34) is
f
ji wf ji θji The term is to be minimised as the objective
function is, so that the quadrilateral formulation is viable to
apply.
The corresponding problem formulation qQP(G, p, Ñ)
has objective function and constraints from (34)–(42) and
replaced constraints (43) by (47).

zji ≤ hf ji + hf j i+1 +
hf j+1 i+1 + hf j+1 i

∀ij

(rec-sync)

(47)

The advantage of this approach is that it needs fewer decision
variables: we need only half the number of quadrilaterals to
cover an area than triangles (Figure 6), and each triangle or
each quadrilateral needs its own decision variable to control
whether its basepoints contribute to the convex combination.
Moreover, the constraints in the quadrilateral case are simpler
than in the triangle case – compare (43) vs. (47).

(45)

4.6
θi wi =x

if ∆ < 0 then
// add remaining resources
y ← A LLOC(p, λ0 , y)
return x, y
if ∆ > 0 then
// too many resources
y ← D E A LLOC(p, λ0 , y)
if D E A LLOC(·) was feasible then
return x, y
else
decrease p0 by ∆
else
// infeasible with current p0
increase p0 by 1
else// p0 was considered in previous loop iterations
increase p0 by 1
return S EARCH is infeasible

(46)

i=0

This results in the following issue: For given x, y coordinates, there are infinitely many solutions for z coordinates admissible under equations (46). For a geometric
illustration, Figure 8 shows four basepoints. For a fixed
(x1 , y1 ), the admissible values for z are visualised by a vertical grey line. This line intersects with the basepoints’ convex
hull at (x1 , y1 , z1 ) and (x1 , y1 , z2 ), limiting admissible z to
the interval [z1 , z2 ].
In general, this formulation is difficult to integrate in
MILP because z is not unique. However, for problems

Post-processing Surface’s Results

As the final building block, the algorithm S EARCH (Algorithm 3) overcomes the inherent drawback of all surface approximations: Because linear interpolation along J is allowed,
allocations obtained by tQP− , tQP+ , or qQP are continuous
and not necessarily integer values. However, our resources
are not splitable, e.g., VM instance size, thus allocations
have to be rounded. Rounding down allocations could result
in overutilised resources and infeasible solutions. Hence,
fractional allocations have to be rounded up, potentially
resulting
in more allocating resources than allowed, violating
P
y
≤p
. Hence, rounding up all allocations is safe from a
f
f
utilisation perspective but might incorrectly use too many

9

resources. Could it be possible to round up only some of
these allocations and round down some others? S EARCH
tries to answer this question. If this is not possible, another
solution is obtained with smaller limit p0 . This way, the
algorithm conceptually tries all p0 ∈[p↓ , .., p] where p↓ is the
smallest number of resources at which the problem is still
feasible.
In fact, S EARCH is a bit more complicated. While it would
be correct to iterate over the sequence p, p−1, . . . , p↓ , this has
unacceptable runtime, in particular owing to the frequent
calls to solve xQP. But solutions for any p0 and p0 − 1
are most likely to be very similar anyway: If any p0 had
an inappropriate assignments most likely p0 −1’s solution
is similarly inappropriate; so we could skip p−1 to save
runtime. Hence, S EARCH modifies p0 in larger steps, trying
to find a suitable solution more quickly. The intuition for the
step size is the amount of number of excess allocations due
to rounding.
In detail, S EARCH invokes solving tQP− , tQP+ , or qQP.
The parameter xQP points to the function solving the
concrete problem, e.g. tQP− . Solving xQP results in one
of three cases: a) Exactly p resources are allocated; done.
b) Fewer resources than requested are allocated (∆<0), then
A LLOC (Algorithm 1) distributes the remaining |∆| resources;
done. c) More resources than requested are allocated (∆>0),
then D E A LLOC removes ∆ resources; D E A LLOC is basically
a twin of A LLOC removing resources one by one; this
paper’s extended version provides details on D E A LLOC.
Often removing all ∆ resources will not be feasible because
the current assignment distributes the demand improperly
among the facilities. Then, the only adjusting the assignments
itself can help. This is done by reinvoking xQP with a lower
p0 . The resulting solution is processed as the original limit p in
one of the three cases. The basic idea is to reduce p0 and find
a good assignment for which the allocation can be adjusted
to use p resources. At some point p0 is so small, p↓ ←p0 , and
xQP becomes infeasible. The algorithm finishes in two cases:
i) The allocation matches (a) or could be fixed (b,c). ii) After
considering all p0 ∈[p↓ , .., p] without success the algorithm
stops and did not find a solution; even if one would exists
and, e.g., is found by cQP. Finish case (ii) occurs if xQP
with p↓ +1 had a solution whose over-allocation could not be
fixed by D E A LLOC due to the assignments while xQP with
p↓ is infeasible. In our evaluations this case occurred more
frequently
with inputs having a very high system utilisation,
P
P
f λf/ f kf µf ≥ 0.96 – in such cases, the minimal necessary
allocation matches the limit.
The runtime of S EARCH is determined by xQP’s solving
time and the number of tested p0 values, e.g.., for p=100 and
p↓ =70 the optimisation xQP is done 31 times. The different
resource limits p0 are tested in order to obtain a suitable
assignment for which the allocation could be fixed (c).
To realise this idea, S EARCH examines p, .., p↓ as follows
(p↓ is initially unknown): It starts with p and jumps down
to p0 ←p−∆ (Line 17), skipping as many potential resource
limits as resources were over-allocated. The idea is that for
large over-allocations p−1, a larger step is necessary than
for slight over-allocations (∆=1) to change the assignment.
Additionally, this stepping depends on the input such as
|F |, k , p,... It continues jumping down, p0 ←p0 −∆, until the
new p0 =p↓ is infeasible and then increases p0 ←p0 +1. Then,

Algorithm 4 Combines local solutions to find new ones.
1: function G ENETIC(G , p)
2:
/* Create a random
population of solutions */
p
3:
P ← ∅, l ← b |F |c
4:
while not enough solutions in P do
5:
Fs ← l random facilities from F
6:
Fs , yf , t ← D ESCENT(G, Fs , p, F, ∅)
7:
if solution not found then increase l
8:
else
9:
if Fs 6∈P then add (Fs , yf , t) to P
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

while not enough merge steps are done do
/* merge two solutions */
Fs , Fs0 ← two random Fs ∈ P
FU ← Fs ∪Fs0 ; FI ← Fs ∩Fs0 ;
FM ← three random f ∈ F \ FU
// Mutation
FD ← (FU \ FI ) ∪ FM
FN ← FI with one f ∈FD added
// Mutation
Fs , yf , t ← D ESCENT(G, FN , p, FD , FI )
if solution found ∧ Fs 6∈P ∧ t < largest t in P then
replace worst solution in P with current
return Fs , yf , t from P with smallest t

if p0 was already considered it is further increased until p is
reached and the search terminates without success. The first
stage where p0 jumps down allows to find quickly a small p
values for which the assignment is appropriate. If not, the
second stage ensures that all p0 ∈ [pi , .., p] are tried.
In our evaluations, only for inputs with very high system
utilisation testing many p0 limits results in long runtimes, but
the remaining input had only 3–7 iterations and independent
xQP solvings. However, this raises the question if the runtime
of these multiple solving times can still compete with
runtimes of a single solving time, e.g., cQP? An answer
is provided by our evaluation in Section 6.1.

5

H EURISTIC

This section discusses an adoption of the most related
(Section 2) heuristic proposed by Aboolian et al. [1]. While
their work also combines the facility location problem with
M/M/k-queuing systems at each facility, their problem QPA
differs from QP in three points: Firstly, QPA minimises the
maximal response time whereas QP minimises the average
response time. Secondly, assignments in QPA are predefined
whereas QP also decides the assignments. Thirdly, QPA has
no resource limit per facility, which QP has. These three
differences necessitate adjustments to QPA ’s heuristic.
The resulting heuristic H consists of four major parts.
A LLOC (Algorithm 1) computes the optimal allocation for a
given assignment to a subset of facilities Fs ⊆F . S OLVE (Algorithm 6) first assigns requests to the closest facilities in a given
facility subset Fs and computes the corresponding allocation
with A LLOC. S OLVE is used by D ESCENT (Algorithm 5),
which iteratively varies the facility subset to find better
subsets. These variations are limited by two additional
facility subsets F I and F D , so that only a local minimum is
found. To find new local minima, G ENETIC (Algorithm 4)
randomly combines already found solutions.
The meta-heuristic G ENETIC maintains the finite set of
currently best solutions P . At first an initial set of solutions
is randomly generated (Line 3–Line 9). This is influenced by
two factors: The number of maintained solutions, |P |, is predefined; maintaining many solutions increases the chance to
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Algorithm 5 Refines solution towards local optimum
1: function D ESCENT(G, Fs , p, FD , FI )
2:
Fsmin , yfmin , tmin ← Fs , S OLVE(Fs0 , p)

6:
7:

while smaller tmin was found do
for Fs0 ∈ N EIGH(Fsmin , FD , FI ) do
yf0 , t0 ←S OLVE(G, Fs0 , p)
if t0 < tmin then
Fsmin , yfmin , tmin ← Fs0 , yf0 , t0

8:

return Fsmin , yfmin , tmin

3:
4:
5:

Algorithm 6 Approximate assignment and optimal allocation
1: function S OLVE(G, Fs , p)
2:
∀c, f ∈C×F : xcf ← 0
3:
for c, f ∈C×Fs sorted
by increasing lcf do
P
0
4:
dem ← λc − P
x
0
cf
f
5:
cap ← kf µf − c0 xc0f
6:
if dem > 0 ∧ cap > 0 then
7:
xcf ← min{ dem , cap }
8:

return A LLOC(G, ∀f :

P

c

xcf , p)

find different maxima but also
p increases runtime. The size of
facility subsets l starts from |F | as in the original heuristic;
if no solution is found with these facilities, I is increased. An
initial solution is generated by invoking D ESCENT (Line 6)
with l randomly chosen facilities. D ESCENT returns a new
subset Fs , potentially different from the chosen facilities, the
allocation yf , and corresponding average response time t as
the measure of solution quality.
In G ENETIC’s major part (Line 10–Line 19) two random
solutions from P are combined to find a new facility subset
Fs . Three new subsets are computed: The intersection FI of
both solutions’ subsets Fs , Fs0 is part of the new offspring
facility set FN . The domain FD is the union of Fs , Fs0 with
three random new facilities FM ; FD ; it limits the following
explorations by D ESCENT. The offspring FN construction is
the same as in the original heuristic. A local solution found
by D ESCENT replaces the worst solution in P if the newly
found solution is better than the replaced one. After a finite
number of merge operations, the best solution found so far
is returned.
D ESCENT starts with a given facility subset Fs and
searches neighbouring subsets for better solutions. Aboolian et al. define Fs ’s neighbourhood (N EIGH) as a superset
consisting of facility subsets constructed by a) removing one
facility , b) adding one facility, or c) doing both (48).
N EIGH(Fs , FD , FI ) = {Fs ∪{f } | ∀f ∈FD \ Fs }
(a)
∩ {Fs \{f } | ∀f ∈Fs \ FI }
(b)

∩ Fs ∪{f }\{f 0 } | ∀f ∈FD \ Fs , ∀f 0 ∈Fs \ FI
(c)
with FI ⊆ Fs ⊆ FD ⊆ F (48)

If at least one better solution is found in the subset neighbourhood, the search continues for the best found solution.
As a better solution implies a shorter response time, the
algorithm descends towards a local minimum.
The facility sets FD , FI restrict the cardinality of N EIGH
and thus the number of instances solved by S OLVE. This is
done by ensuring that FI – the intersection of the two parents
– is always part of Fs and that FD – the modified union of
the two parents – is the subset of F to which Fs can grow.

S OLVE (Algorithm 6) computes the assignment and
allocation for a given facility subset Fs using p resources.
The first part assigns the demand λc to the closest facilities.
This assignment is complexer than QPA ’s assignments, which
neither considers resource capacities (µf ) nor limits (kf ).
When a facility’s resources are exhausted but demand still
exists, it is served by another facility. What was a simple
binary assignment to the nearest facility in Aboolian’s
problem (QPA ) becomes an optimisation problem to minimise
the total assignment distances, minx lcf xcf under capacity
and serve-all-demand constraints. To solve this problem
efficiently, the assignment is computed by the greedy heuristic in Line 2–7: Demand is served by the nearest facility
f with remaining capacity. To do so, c, f pairs with the
shortest distance are
P handled first. If demand remains to
be distributed, λc P
f 0 xcf 0 >0, and facility f has enough
capacity left, µf kf − c0 xc0f > 0, then as much demand as
possible (∆) is assigned from c to f . This way, the demand
is shoved to free facilities in a way similar to a multi-source
breath-first-search.
While this heuristic is in most cases sufficient, in rare
cases swapping the assignments xcf would further improve
the solution. This paper’s extended version [26] discusses
these cases and proposes an extension to S OLVE.

6
6.1

E VALUATION
Approach Comparison

Which presented approaches (optimisation problem with
solver or heuristic) solves QP best, where best is described
by two conflicting metrics: Quality and solving time. We
consider here examples in which we vary four factors:
Topology Ĝ, demand distribution D̂, basepoint set B̂ , and
resource limit p̂.
Candidate topologies were collected from different
sources: sndlib7 [33], topology zoo7 [28], and kingtrace8 [19].
The topology sources offer 534 candidate topologies from
which 8 were selected by three properties: Firstly, the
number of nodes increases the problem size quadratically.
We selected three small (with at least 20 nodes), three
medium, and one9 large topologies. Secondly, the round
trip times contribute to the objective function. The selected
topologies have low,
P medium, or high average round trip
times, ∅RTT=1/|E| vv0 lvv0 . Thirdly, resource distributions
will be degree-dependent, e.g., few resources on poorly
connected nodes and many resources on well connected
nodes. Two topologies were explicitly selected having
different quartiles of node degrees as the
P other topologies.
The available resources, in total
f kf =5|N |, are assigned to nodes weighted by degree. All resources are
homogeneous with µ̂=100 req./s=µf , ∀f .
The second factor D̂ describes how the individual Poisson
processes’ arrival rates λc are assigned to nodes c. We
7. Round trip times were approximated by geographical distances [24].
Nodes without geolocation positions were removed and their neighbours
were directly connected.
8. A sparse matrix specifies point-to-point latencies. Some were only
available in one direction. We assume the same latency for the opposite
direction; otherwise those nodes would have to be discarded.
9. Only one of three large topologies were solved within the time limit,
see extended version [26].
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10. The system utilisation
is the total arrival rate divided by the total
P
P
available capacity, f λf/ f µf kf . Another metric is the average resource
utilisation, the total
arrival rate divided by the allocated resource capacity,
P
P
P
f λf/ f µf yf < f λf/p maxf µf .

1.0

cum. probability

conceive of λc as random variables with expected value
λ̂, distributed according to three different distributions: a)
D̂=
ˆ N(mean, std.dev.)=N(λ̂, λ̂/20)=N1 reflecting small variation around the mean, b) D̂=
ˆ N(λ̂, λ̂)=N2 reflecting large
variations around the mean, c) D̂=
ˆ Exp(λ̂) with even stronger
variations to reflect local hot spots. We ignore nodes with
negative arrival rates, hence the random variables λc are
defined as follows: ∀c:λc = max{0, X} with X∼D̂.
P
The mean arrival rate is λ̂=0.98/2 f kf µf . This way,
on average half of the resources are needed to handle the
demand. In such cases, the optimisation potential is large.
If system utilisation10 is large, all resources need to be used
anyway and there is no freedom of choice. If it is small,
on the other hand, queuing delays become unimportant
and the problem basically degenerates into a simple RTT
optimization problem. Technically, the reduced factor 0.98
instead of 1 reflects the linearisation bound αm =0.98k and
ensures the queuing systems’ steady state.
P
The third factor is the resource limit p̂= f yf . It influences the average resource utilisation and, hence, the
average queuing delay. The higher the resource limit, the
lower the resource P
utilisation. Since the total number of
available resources ( f kf ) differs among the topology sizes,
the resource limitPis cast as a function of this total number of
resources, p̂=da f kf e; for values a<0.5 the input becomes
infeasible due to the selection of λ̂, where half of the resources
are needed to handle the demand. For the evaluation, factor
p̂ uses a=0.5625; 0.625; 0.6875; 0.75; 0.8125; 0.875; 0.9375;
where a = 0.56 allows slightly more resources as needed for
the demand and a = 0.94 allows using nearly all resources.
While the first three factors vary the topology, the
final basepoint set factor B̂ varies the linearised problems.
Each basepoint set is described by two parameters m and
J (Section 4.3), where m is the number of basepoints used
for a single curve and J specifies which curves Ñj , j∈J are
used. Numerous combinations are possible but considering
all of them is impractical. Instead, we performed a preevaluation and compared values for m and reasonable
sequences for J for their linearisation accuracy; the extended version [26] describes this in detail. Four sets of
different sizes with high corresponding accuracy are selected
B̂=(m, J)∈{(15, 2i ), (8, 3i ), (6, 4i ), (8, k100)}, where J=ai
refers to the sequence J=[a1 , a2 , ..100] and k100 refers
J=[1, .., 100].
Putting all factors together, 168 factor combinations (Ĝ,
D̂, p̂) are considered and for each one, 50 random demand
realisations are generated. This results in 8400 different configurations to be solved by either the optimization solver or the
heuristic. The linearised problems (cQP, tQP− , tQP+ , qQP)
use 3 basepoint sets B̂={(15, 2i ), (8, 3i ), (6, 4i )}. In addition,
cQP is solved with basepoint set (8, k100) and serves as the
baseline comparison; this case considers all curves and, hence,
has the highest linearisation accuracy and the best solution
quality. The randomised heuristic solves each configuration
up to 15 times to achieve statistically meaningful results.
However, for medium or large topologies the heuristic
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Figure 9: Comparing the quality of baseline approach
cQP8,k100 with the other approaches as a CDF plot.
did not compute a solution in reasonable time, because
after 6 hours it still builds up its initial population. As an
optimisation solver, Gurobi11 is used and is configured to
stop solving after one hour. Especially for larger topologies,
this often causes optimality gaps up to 20%.
While this paper’s extended version [26] compares
solution quality (average response time) for single factor
combinations, this paper provides aggregated information
revealing the core findings.
6.1.1 Baseline Algorithm
The approach cQP8,k100 is the baseline formulation. We
compare solution alternatives to the baseline by computing
the ratio of the alternative’s quality to the baseline’s quality
individually for each of the 8400 configurations (ratio > 1
means the baseline algorithm performs better). As this
produces many individual results, we group similar solution
alternatives together (see below for details). The ratios
in these groups are then jointly described by empirical
cumulative density functions (ECDFs), e.g. Figure 9.
We identify five groups of similar solution alternatives.
The first group contains all thinned curves approaches
(cQP6,4i ,cQP8,3i ,cQP15,2i ); for this group, 99.4% of all configurations are solved better by the baseline approach. For
the remaining configurations, the lowest ratio is 0.97; the
better solutions are caused by A LLOC which uses the exact
queuing delay function.
The second, third, and fourth group contain all surface
approximations with basepoint sets B̂ = (6, 4i ), (8, 3i ),
and (15, 2i ). For these groups, the configuration are solved
similarly well as with the baseline approach. Surprisingly,
26%, 51%, and 63% of all configurations result in ratios
below 1, with the lowest ratios being 0.95, 0.96, and 0.96.
This is caused by algorithm A LLOC called by the postprocessing S EARCH.
The fifth group contains all heuristic solutions, which are
very good for small topologies but for the other topologies
the quality was magnitudes worse. Section 6.1.4 has more
details about the heuristic.
To conclude, solutions obtained by cQP8,k100 are good
references for the expected solution quality and solutions obtained
by tQP, qQP are similarly good. Better solution qualities than
the baseline algorithm’s quality involved using A LLOC; the
difference to the baseline is always small and results from
using the exact instead of the linearised queuing delay. The
difference relates to the linearisation accuracy.
11. Gurobi version 5.6.3, Python version 2.7.9
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Figure 11: Comparing the quality and solving time ratios of
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6.1.2

solving problems with different limit p and that results in
different solutions. To conclude, the problem qQP embedded
in algorithm S EARCH obtains in most cases a very good solution
faster than the triangle-base problems.
In addition, we solved a subset of 200 configurations
directly with tQP∗ and qQP without using S EARCH. While
this results in ignoring limit p and in over-utilised allocations,
the solutions show the following pattern: (a) The objective
value of tQP− ’s solutions were always smaller/better than
tQP+ ’s objective value, supporting the necessity of considering the triangle orientation; (b) qQP’s objective value was
always the same as tQP− ’s objective values, which supports
the argumentation for quadrilaterals.

Thinned Curves vs. Surface Approximations

One of the questions of this paper was to compare univariate
vs. bivariate linearisations of the time in system function.
To do so, we compare here the quality ratios obtained from
either thinned curve linearisation (Section 4.3) vs. surface
approximations (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). For the comparison,
we fix the basepoint sets j ∈ {(6, 4i ), (8, 3i ), (15, 2i )}. For
each basepoint set, we compute the quality ratio by dividing
the solution quality of tQP+,j , tQP−,j , or qQPj by that of
cQPj . The resulting ratios again give raise to three ECDFs,
one per basepoint set. We do the same thing for the solving
times, obtaining three more ECDFs.
Figure 10 shows ECDFs of these quality and time ratios
for each of the basepoint sets. Most (92.6%, 90%, 86.7%)
solutions quality ratios where below 1. However, solving
configurations with surface-base approaches takes magnitudes longer than with cQPj ; 32%, 48%, and 70% of the
surface approaches took 100 times longer than the thinned
curves approach.
The cause of this solving time difference is two-fold: First,
cQPj is much simpler and has a fast post-processing (A LLOC)
while tQP or qQP is invoked multiple times by S EARCH.
A better but complexer post-processing adjusting an overprovisioned solution obtained by tQP or qQP could reduce
their solving times; this is for further study. Second, Gurobi
stopped improving the solution after one hour; so without
this limit, the time factor likely increases. To conclude, among
the linearised problems, the thinned curve approach cQP showed
good quality with the shortest solving time in most of the cases.

The heuristic has a long solving time12 , so a six-hour time
limit was imposed; solving times beyond this limit are
entirely impracticable for our scenario. Each configuration
was solved 15 times as the heuristic G ENETIC itself is
randomised. Some of these solving attempts were successful
while others failed for the same configuration.
In total, 85.1% of all attempts were not solved in time
and most of them do not advance beyond G ENETIC’s initial
phase. The size of the topology corresponds directly to a large
neighbourhood visited several times in D ECENT (Section 5).
This causes the dramatically long solving time. Concluding,
using the genetic heuristic (in its current version) is impractical
with its significantly worse quality and solving time.

6.1.3

6.2

Triangle vs. Qudrilateral Surfaces

Similar to the comparison of curves vs. surfaces, we are
interested in characterizing the behaviour of the different
surface approaches. To this end, we compute quality and
solving time ratios of the triangles divided by the quadrilateral approaches (Figure 11).
For each group, in 65%, 72%, and 62% of all configurations qQP– the quadrilateral version – is faster than the other
formulations. But in 27%, 18%, and 17% of all configurations,
qQP is 10% slower than the other formulations. For each
group, 87%, 87%, and 88% of all configurations are solved
equally good or better with qQP than with the other formulations and in the remaining configurations qQP is worse
than the other formulations. This confirms the structural
arguments for the similarity between these two approaches.
The first S EARCH iteration results in different over-utilised
solutions’ when using qQP or tQP∗ . Then, S EARCH continues

6.1.4

Heuristic

Scenario Variants

This section investigates how application performance and
resource distribution influence the average response times.
The same setup as in the previous section was used with
different factors.
For the application performance, we consider short,
medium, and long request processing times resulting in
req.
high, medium, and low service rates; µ̂=1;
P 100; 10.000 /s.
The same total number of resources
k
=5|N
|
were
f f
geographically distributed in four different ways (factor Ŝ ):
(a) Ŝ=d5, |N | available resources are assigned to 5 nodes
12. The heuristic was implemented in Python and utilised NumPy to
speed up computations. In contrast, Gurobi is highly optimised. This
biases the solving time comparison a bit, but the results reveal that even
a highly optimised heuristic will be outperformed by Gurobi for large
topologies.
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having the top 5 degrees13 ; (b) Ŝ=d, resources are degree- basepoints; the surface techniques are much more robust
weighted distributed across all nodes – this was used by against a small number of basepoints.
From the considered factors, the topology has – as
the previous evaluation; (c) Ŝ=d2 , the degrees are squared,
which amplifies the effect of having more resources at better expected – a strong influence on the optimal solution and its
connected nodes. Finally, as a baseline case, all available quality. Also, severely limited resources make the problem
resources are placed at a single node having the lowest total hard to solve well; the common wisdom of queuing theory
latency to all other nodes, Ŝ=c. This baseline case minimises to provide ample spare capacity is reinforced here in a
the average queuing delay by forcing all resources to be distributed setting. Moreover, our results indicate that jointly
allocated at one node. Additionally, with Ŝ=x, all nodes considering queuing delay and RTT is indeed crucial when
have 100 available resources eliminating effects of capacity these two times are roughly of the same order of magnitude
– otherwise, when one of the two times dominates, simpler
limits (kf )
The previous factor values are now limited to fewer optimisation models suffice to obtain good solutions. In
values: The demand distribution follows only two math- fact, we found scenarios where single-site deployments
ematical distributions, D̂∈{N2 , Exp}. The resource limit p̂ outperformed distributed deployments.
The presented formulation techniques are not limited to
is restricted to low and high facility utilisation, p̂=d5a|N |e,
the
paper’s problem. Beyond this paper, any optimisation
a=0.51; 0.6; 0.75. The same topologies are considered as in
the previous section. The resulting 720 factor combinations problem having a univariate or bivariate, non-linear cost
each have 50 realisations of demand distribution, resulting function can be linearised by the presented approaches.
in 36,000 configurations. These configurations are solved by We extended known approaches to mixed-integer objective
functions which have not been treated in the literature so far.
qQP with basepoint set B̂=(6, 4i ).
Our formulations are not restricted to convex/concave
At first, the configurations are grouped into combinations
cost
functions. In particular, a newly presented surface
of factors (µ̂, p̂, D̂). Within one group the resource distribulinearisation
based on quadrilaterals instead of commonly
tion factors Ŝ are compared: For all groups, configurations
used
triangles
turned out to be a promising alternative that
with 100 resources everywhere (Ŝ=x) have, as expected, the
is
sometimes
faster
than the triangle-based formulations and
shortest round trip times and response times. Configurations
has the same solution quality (Section 6.1.2).
with resources at a single site (Ŝ=c) have, as expected,
We introduced three greedy algorithms M AX W EIGHT,
the longest round trip times in all groups but only have,
A LLOC, D EALLOC for allocation problems where n tokens
surprisingly, in some groups the shortest response time. In
are placed in m buckets so that the costs are minimised. If the
the other groups, the resource consolidation at one site causes
cost functions c(x) for the number of buckets c is decreasing
the queuing delay to drop significantly. So, using resources at
and convex, these algorithms are optimal.
multiple sites does not always decrease response times compared to
In summary, this paper not only improves service rea single-site deployment. Which factor Ŝ results in the secondsponse times by optimally allocating resources but also
shortest response time depends on the topology Ĝ but was
presents optimisation techniques and greedy algorithms
independent of µ̂, p̂, D̂. This paper’s extended version [26] applicable beyond this scenario.
provides detail plots on the queuing delays and response
times for these variants.
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